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Statement of the Problem:
● In this experiment, I will be seeing if unfed bacteria produce more energy than fed bacteria. I

want to do this experiment because when I was in 7th grade, I did an experiment on bacterial
growth and it was really amusing seeing the bacteria colonies grow more and more every day. I
think this experiment can help other people because in the future, once technology improves,
scientists can make massive microbial fuel cells to produce energy. If it is used in the future, it
can also reduce pollution by replacing coal power plants because bacteria eat pollution to produce
power.

● Objective: In this experiment, I will be testing to see how microbial fuel cells work while also
measuring the number of volts it produces. I will also be feeding one of the microbial fuel cells
with sugar to see if it produces more energy than the other.

● Hypothesis: I hypothesize that the bacteria that were fed with sugar will grow more bacteria and
produce more volts than the unfed bacteria. I think this because, on multiple sites, they stated that
feeding bacteria doubles its size and also causes it to multiply. That means that more bacteria will
be producing energy which means the fed bacteria will produce more volts. According to
https://kids.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/frym.2017.00054, feeding bacteria causes it to
multiply and double in size.

Materials:

-Microbial Fuel Cell Kit by Home Science Tools

-Bacteria Discovery Kit by Home Science Tools

-Stopwatch

-Old Newspapers

-20 small cups with lids (0.0283495kg)

-Digital Scale with 0.1g increments

https://kids.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/frym.2017.00054
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-4 cups of non-treated soil

-Notebook

-Surgical Gloves

-Plastic Strainer

-Permanent Marker

-Large Mixing Bowl

-Teaspoon

-Measuring Cups

-2 Tablespoons of Table Sugar(Sucrose)

-1.5L of Distilled Water

-0.24L Rubbing Alcohol

-Small Rag

-Lighter

-1 Roll of Masking Tape

-1 Science Lab Logbook

Dependent and Independent Variable:

● Independent- My independent variable is the location I got my dirt from.
● Dependent- My dependent variable is the number of volts of electricity produced by the fed and

unfed microbial fuel cells.
● Control- My control is the temperature of the lab I am working in.

Procedure:
1. Place a plastic strainer over a large mixing bowl.
2. Go outside and measure about 2 cups or 500mL of soil.
3. Put the soil in the strainer and gently shake the bowl so that the soil becomes strained. (meaning

that all small particles such as rocks, pebbles, and twigs are removed)
4. Keep repeating step 3 until you have about 400g of fine sifted soil in the bowl.
5. Add your distilled water into the bowl and mix it until the topsoil feels like cookie dough. (Make

sure to add more water if the soil is too crumbly, or add more topsoil if the soil feels too wet.)
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6. Set the soil aside and wash your hands.
7. Grab a metal spoon and sterilize it by dipping it in rubbing alcohol and holding it into a flame.
8. Wait for the flame to burn out and let the spoon cool down.
9. Write the time and date on your small cup with a permanent marker.
10. Use your sterilized spoon to get 2-3 scoops of the soil.
11. Place that soil into the labeled cup and then seal the cup with the lid. (set it aside)
12. Remove the Microbial Fuel Cell (MFC) pieces and lay them out on a table. (make sure to know

which part is which)
13. Label the MFC Vessel (the plastic thing with a white lid) with a marker and masking tape. (label

them, control and sugar treatment)
14. Put on the safety gloves and then start assembling the first fuel cell.
15. Take out the green and orange wires and bend them where the plastic ends. (make sure the ends

are at a 90-degree angle)
16. Remove the MFC anode from its packaging.
17. Straighten the metal part of the green wire and then insert it into the anode. (make sure the wire

goes straight in)
18. Take out the MFC Cathode from its packaging.
19. Then repeat step 17 but with the orange wire.
20. Fill up your first MFC vessel with the mud up to the “1” mark. (once filled, pat the mud until it

becomes a flat surface.
21. Clean the mud off of your gloves but don’t remove them.
22. Get your anode (the one with the green wire) and place it on top of the mud. (the wire should be

facing up, not pressed into the mud)
23. Gently press the anode flat against the mud and do your best to remove any air bubbles as they

may prevent the growth of bacteria.
24. Grab more mud and then fill the vessel up to the “5” line
25. Wash the mud off of your gloves and then take the cathode (the one with the orange wire) and

gently place it on top of the mud.
26. Make sure there is no liquid or mud on top of the cathode.
27. Press it and make sure it is as flat as it can be. ( also remove any air bubbles)
28. Arrange the orange wire so that it is about 1-2cm to the left of the green wire.
29. Let the mud rest for about 2 minutes and then pour out any excess liquids in the vessel.
30. Use a rag to clean off the rim of the vessel and then remove your gloves.
31. Take the white lid for the vessel and run the wires through them. (make sure that the orange wire

is on the left and the green wire is on the right when the semicircular indentation is facing the
front)

32. Take out the hacker board (the small green circuit) and place it in the rectangular indentation.
33. Locate the “+” and the “-” signs and insert the orange wire into the “+” port and the green wire

into the “-” port.
34. Locate ports “1” and “2” and insert the blue/black capacitor into these ports.
35. Plugin the red LED below  the capacitor into slots “5” and “6”. ( the longer prong should go into

slot “5” and the shorter in “6”)
36. Repeat steps 12-35 to assemble your second MFC Vessel.
37. Put on gloves (a new pair) and grab the mini cup from step 11
38. Get three mini cups for serial dilution and label them 10-2, 10-4, and 10-6

39. Disinfect your work area with rubbing alcohol.
40. Sterilize your spoon using the steps from steps 7-8.
41. Then sterilize your droppers by immersing the outsides in rubbing alcohol and then sucking up

and expelling fresh rubbing alcohol. (Wait for them to completely dry before using them)
42. Fill each mini cup with 49.5mL of distilled water. (use the digital scale to fill the cups with water

until they weigh 49.5 grams)
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43. Weigh 0.5g of your prepared soil and add it to the cup that says 10-2

44. Stir it with your newly sterilized spoon
45. Use your medicine dropper and suck up the mixture of soil water until it fills half of the dropper
46. Add the soil-water mixture to the cup that says 10-4.
47. Mix the cup with a sterilized spoon.
48. Using the same dropper, collect some of the mixtures from cups 10-4 and add it to cup 10-6. Stir

with a sterilized spoon.
49. Get two nutrient agar plates and label the bottom with the date and sample volume and the

dilution factor.
50. Use a dropper to get about 0.5mL of the 10-4 dilution and drop it onto the nutrient agar plate.
51. Spread the liquid using a sterilized cotton swab. Keep spreading until the liquid has soaked into

the nutrient agar.
52. Seal the plate once finished.
53. Repeat steps 50-52 but uses the 10-6 dilation.
54. Keep dilution cups and extra soil inside a refrigerator.
55. Incubate the plates for about 24-48 hours.
56. After incubation has been completed, count the colonies on both plates and record them on your

lab notebook.
57. One day after setting up the microbial fuel cells, check to see if the LEDs are blinking.
58. If they are blinking, measure the time between each blink.
59. If the LED is blinking faster than once every five seconds, measure blinks per second.
60. Repeat steps 58-59 until you get three total counts.
61. Check to see if both MFC’s are blinking every day for about 3 days.
62. Record the results in your notebook.
63. Then get ready to start measuring the power output of the MFC’s.
64. Remove the capacitor and LED from the hacker board.
65. Remove the orange wire from the “+” port and plug it into port 3.
66. Place a resistor between ports 5 and 6.
67. Start with the largest capacity resistor, the 4.7 kΩ resistors. The color of this resistor should be

from top to bottom, yellow, black, brown, and brown.
68. Leave the resistor plugged in for about five minutes.
69. After five minutes, use the multimeter to measure the voltage across the multimeter.
70. Make sure the multimeter’s black wire is plugged into the “COM” port and the red wire is in the

“VΩMA” port.
71. Set the multi, enter to measure DC voltage, or turn the dial to 2000 m.
72. Clip the multimeter’s red lead to the resistors metal wire that is plugged into port five.
73. The clip the black lead to the resistor’s wire that is plugged into port 6.
74. Read the multimeter’s screen to see its voltage.
75. If the number is constantly changing such as a slight decrease over time, keep reading the screen

until it has stabilized.
76. Record the results in a data table.
77. Remember to write down the date and time you started taking measurements.
78. Disconnect the multimeter’s clips from the resistor.
79. Remove the resistor from the hacker board.
80. Repeat steps 67-77 until you have finished using all the resistors. Start with the resistor with the

largest value and go until you reach the smallest.
81. Plugin the wires and LED back into the hacker board.
82. Repeat steps 64-77 for the second MFC.
83. Calculate the power output in microwatts for each resistor and both MFC’s.
84. Once you have calculated it, put it into a data table in your notebook.
85. Determine the peak power produced by any of the resistors.
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86. Make sure to write down the peak power for each MFC each day.
87. Repeat steps 64-77 until your peak power starts stabilizing.
88. Once the power output has increased, open up both MFC’s and add sugar to the one you labeled

sugar treatment, and distilled water to the one labeled control.
89. On the digital scale, weigh 0.5g of table sugar into a mini cup and add 10mL of distilled water to

the cup.
90. Get another mini cup and just add 10mL of distilled water.
91. Unplug the anode and cathode from the hacker board and remove the lid of the Sugar Treatment

MFC.
92. Put on gloves and gently lift up the cathode.
93. Use a sterilized spoon and dig into the top 1-2 cm of the soil.
94. Scoop up about 1 teaspoon of soil into a new mini cup.
95. Label it with the time, date, and MFC type ( sugar treatment or control)
96. After taking the soil sample, use a dropper and take some of the sugar solutions from the mini

cup, and spread it on top of the mud.
97. Mix it in and then dig around inside the mud.
98. Wait five minutes to let the sugar soak into the mud.
99. Repeat steps 25-35 to reassemble the MFC.
100. Repeat steps  92-98 for the control MFC.
101. Use the bacteria plate count method used in steps 49-52 and measure the bacteria in both

MFC samples.
102. Continue monitoring the power output on each MFC the day after you add the sugar.
103. Once the power output has stabilized for both MFC’s, use the bacteria plate count method

again.
104. Once determining the number of bacterial colonies, get ready to start analyzing results.
105. Make two graphs of data for each MFC.
106. One shows how the power output changed over time, and the other shows how the frequency

of LED blinks changed over time.
107. For the power output graphs, put the number of days after setting up the MFC on the x-axis

and the peak power output on the y-axis.
108. For the frequency graph, put the days after setting up the MFC on the x-axis and the blinks

per second on the y-axis.
109. Analyze your results and write them down in your notebook.

Results:
● The results of this experiment were expected. For the first trial, my unfed MFC produced 1.13

watts on average while my fed MFC produced about 2.53 watts on average. The number of
bacterial colonies for the unfed MFC was 49 with 10-2 dilation, 31 on the 10-4 dilation, and 22
on the 10-6 dilation. The number of bacterial colonies for the fed MFC was 82 on the 10-2
dilation, 64 on the 10-4 dilation, and 48 on the 10-6 dilation. The bps for the unfed MFC was
2bps while the fed MFC was 7bps. For the second trial, my unfed MFC produced 1.17 watts on
average while my fed MFC produced about 2.47 watts on average. The number of bacterial
colonies for the unfed MFC was 52 for the 10-2 dilation, 38 for the 10-4 dilation and 24 for the
10-6 dilation. The number of bacterial colonies for the fed MFC was 88 for the 10-2 dilation,
63 for the 10-4 dilation, and 52 for the 10-6 dilation. The bps for the unfed MFC was 2bps and
7bps for the fed MFC. For my third trial, my unfed MFC produced 1.24 watts on average while
my fed MFC produced about 2.54 watts on average. The number of bacterial colonies for the
unfed MFC was 48 for the 10-2 dilation, 33 for the 10-4 dilation, and 27 for the 10-6 dilation.
The number of bacterial colonies for the fed MFC was 81 with the 10-2 dilation, 72 for the
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10-4 dilation, and 49 for the 10-6 dilation. The bps for the unfed MFC was 2bps and 7bps for
the fed MFC. For my fourth trial, my unfed MFC produced 1.11 watts on average while my fed
MFC produced about 2.58 watts on average. The number of bacterial colonies for the unfed
MFC was 58 for the 10-2 dilation, 41 for the 10-4 dilation, and 32 for the 10-6 dilation. The
number of bacterial colonies for the fed MFC was 79 for the 10-2 dilation, 69 for the 10-4
dilation, and 50 for the 10-6 dilation. The bps for the unfed MFC was 2bps and 7bps for the fed
MFC. For my fifth trial, my unfed MFC produced 1.26 watts on average while my fed MFC
produced about 2.57 watts on average. The number of bacterial colonies for the unfed MFC
was 61 for the 10-2 dilation, 37 for the 10-4 dilation, and 23 for the 10-6 dilation. The number
of bacterial colonies for the fed MFC was 83 for the 10-2 dilation, 71 for the 10-4 dilation, and
57 for the 10-6 dilation.The bps for the unfed MFC was 2bs and 7bs for the fed MFC.
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Fed=Fed with sucrose/table sugar

Trials Fed with
no
resistor

Fed with
47
Resistor

Fed with
100
Resistor

Fed with
220
Resistor

Fed with
470
Resistor

Fed with
1k
Resistor

Fed with
2.2k
Resistor

Fed with
4.7k
Resistor

Trial 1 2.53w 0.055957
4468w

0.0281w 0.011454
54545w

0.005191
48936w

0.00264
w

0.001063
63636w

0.000563
82978w

Trial 2 2.47w 0.051276
59574w

0.0273w 0.011590
90909w

0.005276
59574w

0.00261
w

0.001086
36363w

0.000559
57446w

Trial 3 2.54w 0.049361
70212w

0.0284w 0.011272
72727w

0.005446
80851w

0.00267
w

0.001077
27272w

0.000568
0851w

Trial 4 2.58w 0.052127
65957w

0.0269w 0.010727
27272w

0.004936
17021w

0.00259
w

0.001109
0909w

0.000548
93617w

Trial 5 2.57w 0.051914
89361w

0.0253w 0.010954
54545w

0.005063
82978w

0.00260
w

0.001145
45454w

0.000572
34042w

Average 1.182 0.0261357
65

0.0112 0.0057 0.0024978
72

0.00361 0.0005181
82

0.0002574
47
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●

●
Trials Unfed

with No
Resistor

Unfed
with
47

Unfed
with
100

Unfed
with
220

Unfed
with
470

Unfed
with
1k

Unfed
with
2.2k

Unfed
with
4.7k
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Resistor Resistor Resistor Resistor Resistor Resistor Resistor

Trial 1 1.13w 0.025531
91489w

0.0112w 0.007681
81818w

0.002510
63829w

0.00104
w

0.000527
27272w

0.000253
19148w

Trial 2 1.17w 0.027659
57446w

0.0105w 0.005272
7272w

0.002212
76595w

0.00133
w

0.000559
0909w

0.000263
82978w

Trial 3 1.24w 0.027234
04255 w

0.0121w 0.005590
90909w

0.002638
29787w

0.00127
w

0.000472
72727w

0.000257
4468w

Trial 4 1.11w 0.027872
34042w

0.0109w 0.004909
0909w

0.002319
14893w

0.00121
w

0.000509
0909w

0.000251
06382w

Trial 5 1.26w 0.022380
95238w

0.0113w 0.005045
45454w

0.002808
51063w

0.00123
w

0.000522
72727w

0.000261
70212w

Average 2.538 0.0521276
596

0.0272 0.0112 0.0051829
787

0.002622 0.0010963
636

0.0005625
53186

●

Conclusion:
1. I accomplished my objective. 2. My hypothesis was supported. 3. The results told me that

on average, using the 10-2 dilation, the unfed MFCs produced about 47 bacterial colonies
while the fed MFCs produced about 83 bacterial colonies. Using the 10-4 dilation, there
were 30 bacterial colonies on average for the unfed MFC, while the fed MFC has about
61 bacterial colonies on average using the 10-4 dilation. Using the 10-6 dilation, the unfed
MFC produced about 20 bacterial colonies while the fed MFC produced about 45
bacterial colonies on average. The average amount of watts produced by the unfed MFC
was 1.182 watts while the fed MFC produced about 2.583 watts. Lastly, the bps(blinks
per second on the LED)for the unfed MFC was 3bps. The bps for the fed MFC was
7.5bps. From this experiment, I learned that feeding bacteria did cause it to produce more
power and multiply faster. If I were to do this lab again, I would not procrastinate until
the last minute. I would also try using bigger microbial fuel cell vessels to see how much
more bacteria and volts would be produced.
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This project explores the idea of how energy is produced by bacteria colonies. The

problem that was investigated was,” Does Feeding Bacteria Cause More Energy Production.” I

hypothesized that the bacteria colonies that were fed will produce more energy than the bacteria

colonies that were unfed. I hypothesized this because when humans eat, they get more energy,

and since both humans and bacteria are living organisms, I would assume feeding bacteria would

cause it to produce more energy. This topic is important because of three things. First, this topic

is important because the energy produced by bacteria could be helpful in the future. The second

reason is that bacteria are everywhere meaning that we can use all that bacteria to produce lots of

energy when needed. The third reason is that bacteria can create energy using pollution meaning

that we would have reduced pollution while also producing clean energy.

Method
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The scientific method was used to conduct this experiment. The question that was studied

during this experiment was does feeding bacteria cause it to create more energy. I hypothesized

that feeding the bacteria will cause it to produce more energy. I think this because according to

https://kids.frontiersin.org just like humans, feeding bacteria causes it to be more

productive.There were many materials needed for this experiment. The materials used were: a

Home Science Tools Microbial Fuel Cell Kit used for collecting energy produced by the bacteria

and housing the bacteria. Another material needed was the Home Science Tools Bacteria

Discovery Kit used for checking how much bacteria is in the soil that was collected. 4 cups of

soil with no pesticides are used to produce energy because it contains bacteria. An Amazon

Basics sieve was used for straining the soil or to remove any twigs or pebbles in the soil. A large

mixing bowl was needed to make the special soil that would be put in the fuel cell. An Amazon

Basics Stopwatch was used for recording the blinks per second(blinks from the LED on the

MFC) A lighter was used for sterilizing the spoon. A teaspoon to scoop the soil. Mini cups with

lids that are 2 oz for storing soil samples and doing dilations. Masking tape for labeling the

MFCs. A permanent marker for labeling. A notebook to write everything down. A rag to clean

your area.

Procedures

https://kids.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/frym.2017.00054
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There were many procedures done to complete this experiment. First, place a plastic

strainer over a large mixing bowl. Then, go outside and measure about 2 cups or 500mL of soil.

After that, put the soil in the strainer and gently shake the bowl so that the soil becomes strained.

(meaning that all small particles such as rocks, pebbles, and twigs are removed) Keep repeating

this until you have about 400g of fine sifted soil in the bowl. Then, add your distilled water into

the bowl and mix it until the soil feels like cookie dough. (Make sure to add more water if the

soil is too crumbly, or add more topsoil if the soil feels too wet.) Put the soil somewhere safe and

wash your hands. After washing your hands, grab a metal spoon and sterilize it by dipping it in

rubbing alcohol and holding it into a flame. Wait for the flame to burn out and let the spoon cool

down. After cooling the spoon, write the time and date on your small cup with a permanent

marker. Use your sterilized spoon to get about 2-3 scoops of the soil and then place that soil into

the labeled cup and then seal the cup with a lid. After sealing the cup, set it aside. Then, remove

the MFC (Microbial Fuel Cell) parts and lay them out on a table. (make sure to know which part

is which) Label the devices with a marker and masking tape. (label them control and sugar

treatment) Put on the safety gloves and then start assembling the first fuel cell vessel. First, take

out the green and orange wires and bend them where the plastic ends. (make sure the ends are at

a 90-degree angle) Then remove the MFC anode from its packaging. Straighten the metal part of

the green wire and then insert it into the anode. (make sure the wire goes straight in) Take out the

MFC Cathode from its packaging and repeat the steps used to set up the MFC anode but use the

orange wire. After that, fill up your first MFC vessel with the mud up to the 1 mark on the side

of the vessel. (once filled, pat the mud until it becomes a flat surface) Clean the mud off of your

gloves but don’t remove them. After cleaning your gloves, get your anode (the one with the

green wire) and place it on top of the mud. (the wire should be facing up, not pressed into the
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mud) Gently press the anode flat against the mud and do your best to remove any air bubbles as

they may prevent the growth of bacteria. Grab more mud and then fill the vessel up to the 5 lines.

Then, wash the mud off of your gloves and take the cathode (the one with the orange wire) and

gently place it on top of the mud. Check to make sure there is no liquid or mud on top of the

cathode. Press it and make sure it is as flat as it can be. ( also remove any air bubbles that may be

under the cathode) Arrange the orange wire so that it is about 1-2cm to the left of the green wire.

Make sure to let the mud rest for about 2 minutes and then pour out any excess liquids in the

vessel. After pouring out the excess liquid, use a rag to clean off the rim of the vessel and then

remove your gloves. Then, take the white lid for the vessel and run the wires through them.

(make sure that the orange wire is on the left and the green wire is on the right when the oval

cutout is facing the front) Take out the hacker board (the small green board) and place it in the

rectangular indentation. Locate the + and the - signs and insert the orange wire into the + port

and the green wire into the - port. Look for ports 1 and 2 and insert the blue or black

capacitor(depending on what you get) into these ports. Plugin the red LED below the capacitor

into slots 5 and 6. ( the longer metal wire should go into slot 5 and the shorter in 6) Repeat steps

these steps to assemble the second MFC Vessel. After assembling both MFCs, put gloves on (a

new pair) and grab the mini cup from earlier. Then, get three mini cups for serial dilution and

label them 10-2, 10-4, and 10-6. After labeling the mini cups, disinfect your work area with

rubbing alcohol. Then using the steps from earlier,  sterilize your spoon again. Then sterilize

your droppers by covering the outsides in rubbing alcohol and then sucking up and releasing

fresh rubbing alcohol. (Make sure to wait for them to completely dry before using them) Fill

each mini cup with 49.5mL of distilled water using the digital scale to measure their weights.

After filling the mini cups, weigh 0.5g of your prepared soil and add it to the cup that says 10-2 .
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Stir it with your newly sterilized spoon and then use your medicine dropper and suck up the

mixture of soil water until it fills half of the dropper. Then add the soil-water mixture from the

mini cup 10-2 to the cup that says 10-4. Sterilize another spoon and then mix the cup with it.

Using the same dropper, collect some of the mixtures(water) from the cup 10-4 and add them to

the cup 10-6. Sterilize your spoon again and mix the 10-6 mini cup. After diluting everything, get

two nutrient agar plates and label the bottom with the date and sample volume and the dilution

factor. Use a dropper to get about 0.5mL of the 10-4 dilution and drop it onto the nutrient agar

plate and spread the liquid using a sterilized cotton swab.(Dispose of the cotton swab after) Keep

spreading until the dilution has soaked into the nutrient agar and seal the plate once finished by

putting the lid on and taping the sides. Repeat these steps but use the 10-6 dilation. Make sure to

keep the dilution cups and extra soil inside a refrigerator. Incubate the plates for about 24-48

hours and then after incubation has been completed, count the colonies on both plates using a

permanent marker and record them in your lab notebook. A day after setting up the MFCs, check

to see if the LEDs attached to the hacker boards are blinking. If they are blinking, measure the

time between each blink. If the LED is blinking faster than once every five seconds, measure

blinks per second. Repeat these steps until you get three total counts. Check to see if both MFC’s

are blinking every day for about 3 days. Write down the results in your notebook. Then get ready

to start measuring the power output of the MFCs. First, remove the capacitor and LED from the

hacker board. Remove the orange wire from the + port and plug it into port 3. Place a resistor

between ports 5 and 6. Start with the resistor with the largest capacity, the 4.7 kΩ resistor. The

color of this resistor should be from top to bottom, yellow, black, brown, and brown. Leave the

resistor plugged in for about five minutes.  After five minutes, use the multimeter to measure the

voltage across the multimeter. Make sure the multimeter’s black wire is plugged into the COM
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port and the red wire is in the VΩMA port. Set the multimeter to measure DC voltage or turn the

dial to 2000 m. Clip the multimeter’s red lead to the resistors metal wire that is plugged into port

five. Then clip the black lead to the resistor’s wire that is plugged into port 6. Read the

multimeter’s screen to see its voltage. If the number is constantly changing such as a slight

decrease over time, keep reading the screen until it has stabilized and then record the results in a

data table. Remember to write down the date and time you started taking measurements. Then,

disconnect the multimeter’s clips from the resistor. Remove the resistor from the hacker board.

After reading the voltage and writing it down in your notebook, remove the resistor and go to the

second strongest resistor until you have finished using all the resistors from greatest to least.

(there will be a picture showing the resistors from greatest to least near the bottom of this

experiment) Plugin the wires and LED back into the hacker board. Repeat these steps for the

second MFC. Calculate the power output in microwatts for each resistor and both MFCs. Once

you have calculated it, put it into a data table in your notebook. Determine the peak power

produced by any of the resistors and make sure to write down the peak power for each MFC each

day. Repeat these steps until your peak power starts stabilizing.Then, once the power output has

stabilized, open up both MFCs and add sugar to the one you labeled sugar treatment, and

distilled water to the one labeled control. On the digital scale, weigh 0.5g of table sugar into a

mini cup and add 10mL of distilled water to the cup. Get another mini cup and just add 10mL of

distilled water. Unplug the anode and cathode from the hacker board and remove the lid of the

Sugar Treatment MFC. Put on gloves and gently lift up the cathode. Use a sterilized spoon and

dig into the top 1-2 cm of the soil. Scoop up about 1 teaspoon of soil into a new mini cup. Label

it with the time, date, and MFC type ( sugar treatment or control) After taking the soil sample,

use a dropper and take some of the sugar solutions from the mini cup, and spread it on top of the
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mud. Mix it in and then dig around inside the mud. Wait five minutes to let the sugar soak into

the mud.  Repeat steps from earlier to reassemble the MFC. Repeat these steps for the control

MFC. Use the bacteria plate count method used earlier and measure the bacteria in both MFC

samples. Continue monitoring the power output on each MFC the day after you add the sugar.

Once the power output has stabilized for both MFCs, use the bacteria plate count method again.

Conclusions and Future Study

By conducting this experiment, I learned many things. My hypothesis was supported.

This experiment worked because I carefully followed the instructions given and I made sure to

be very careful. My results told me that on average, using the 10-2 dilation, the unfed MFCs

produced about 53.6 bacterial colonies while the fed MFCs produced about 82.6 bacterial

colonies. Using the 10-4 dilation, there were 36 bacterial colonies on average for the unfed MFC,

while the fed MFC had about 67.8 bacterial colonies on average using the 10-4 dilation. Using

the 10-6 dilation, the unfed MFC produced about 22 bacterial colonies while the fed MFC

produced about 51.2 bacterial colonies on average. The average amount of watts produced by the

unfed MFC was 1.182 watts while the fed MFC produced about 2.538 watts. Lastly, the

bps(blinks per second on the LED)for the unfed MFC was 2bps. The bps for the fed MFC was

7bps.

Results
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This experiment produced results. They are as follows.  For the first trial, my unfed MFC

produced 1.13 watts on average while my fed MFC produced about 2.53 watts on average. The

number of bacterial colonies for the unfed MFC was 49 with 10-2 dilation, 31 on the 10-4

dilation, and 22 on the 10-6 dilation. The number of bacterial colonies for the fed MFC was 82

on the 10-2 dilation, 64 on the 10-4 dilation, and 48 on the 10-6 dilation. The bps for the unfed

MFC was 2bps while the fed MFC was 7bps. For the second trial, my unfed MFC produced

1.17 watts on average while my fed MFC produced about 2.47 watts on average. The number of

bacterial colonies for the unfed MFC was 52 for the 10-2 dilation, 38 for the 10-4 dilation and 24

for the 10-6 dilation. The number of bacterial colonies for the fed MFC was 88 for the 10-2

dilation, 63 for the 10-4 dilation, and 52 for the 10-6 dilation. The bps for the unfed MFC was

2bps and 7bps for the fed MFC. For my third trial, my unfed MFC produced 1.24 watts on

average while my fed MFC produced about 2.54 watts on average. The number of bacterial

colonies for the unfed MFC was 48 for the 10-2 dilation, 33 for the 10-4 dilation, and 27 for the

10-6 dilation. The number of bacterial colonies for the fed MFC was 81 with the 10-2 dilation,

72 for the 10-4 dilation, and 49 for the 10-6 dilation. The bps for the unfed MFC was 2bps and

7bps for the fed MFC. For my fourth trial, my unfed MFC produced 1.11 watts on average

while my fed MFC produced about 2.58 watts on average. The number of bacterial colonies for

the unfed MFC was 58 for the 10-2 dilation, 41 for the 10-4 dilation, and 32 for the 10-6 dilation.

The number of bacterial colonies for the fed MFC was 79 for the 10-2 dilation, 69 for the 10-4

dilation, and 50 for the 10-6 dilation. The bps for the unfed MFC was 2bps and 7bps for the fed

MFC. For my fifth trial, my unfed MFC produced 1.26 watts on average while my fed MFC

produced about 2.57 watts on average. The number of bacterial colonies for the unfed MFC was

61 for the 10-2 dilation, 37 for the 10-4 dilation, and 23 for the 10-6 dilation. The number of
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bacterial colonies for the fed MFC was 83 for the 10-2 dilation, 71 for the 10-4 dilation, and 57

for the 10-6 dilation.The bps for the unfed MFC was 2bs and 7bs for the fed MFC.

Discussion

Much information can be found on the topic of Microbial Fuel Cells and Clean Energy

Production.  Science Buddies conducted an experiment testing how fuel cells work, and their

efficiency. They used a Science Fair Fuel Kit, a Metric Ruler, a pair of scissors, a bottle of

Distilled Water, 2 Fresh AA Batteries, a Phillips Screwdriver, a 300 m0hm resistor, a Digital

Multimeter, 3 Alligator Clip Cables, a Helper, a Stopwatch, and a Lab Notebook. Their results

showed that a fuel cell works by having the bacteria produce energy and having the anode and

cathode collect the energy and output it(https://www.sciencebuddies.org)

Matec Conferences conducted an experiment testing the power output of microbial fuel

cells. They used thick, soft, wet mud, two containers, a drill, a copper wire, an iron mesh

electrode, salt, cotton rope, water, iron mesh, and gauze. Their results showed that in their

container A, it produced 192.7mV and in container B, 52.6mV showing that fed bacteria produce

more power than unfed bacteria(https://www.matec-conferences.org)

As stated on Matec Conferences,” Microbial fuel cells (MFCs) use bacteria to convert the

chemical energy of a particular substrate contained in wastewater into electrical energy.”

(https://www.matec-conferences.org)

As stated by Matec Conferences,” If certain bacteria are grown under anaerobic

conditions (without the presence of oxygen), they can transfer electrons to a carbon electrode

(anode).” (https://www.matec-conferences.org)

Conclusion and Future Study

https://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/project-ideas/MicroBio_p032/microbiology/bacteria-microbial-fuel-cell#background
https://www.matec-conferences.org/articles/matecconf/pdf/2016/32/matecconf_iccpe2016_02001.pdf
https://www.matec-conferences.org/articles/matecconf/pdf/2016/32/matecconf_iccpe2016_02001.pdf
https://www.matec-conferences.org/articles/matecconf/pdf/2016/32/matecconf_iccpe2016_02001.pdf
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The results of this experiment showed that my hypothesis was supported. This

experiment worked because I followed all the procedures listed very carefully. I also made sure

to follow the recommended room temperature for growing bacteria and making bacteria produce

power. The results told me that on average, using the 10-2 dilation, the unfed MFCs produced

about 47 bacterial colonies while the fed MFCs produced about 83 bacterial colonies. Using the

10-4 dilation, there were 30 bacterial colonies on average for the unfed MFC, while the fed MFC

has about 61 bacterial colonies on average using the 10-4 dilation. Using the 10-6 dilation, the

unfed MFC produced about 20 bacterial colonies while the fed MFC produced about 45 bacterial

colonies on average. The average amount of watts produced by the unfed MFC was 1.182 watts

while the fed MFC produced about 2.583 watts. Lastly, the bps(blinks per second on the LED)for

the unfed MFC was 3bps. The bps for the fed MFC was 7.5bps. In the future, I would like to be a

neurosurgeon or an orthopedic surgeon. If I were to do my experiment again, I would change two

things. First, I would try and use a bigger MFC vessel to see if there will be a large increase in

wattage and bacterial colonies. The second thing I would do if I were to repeat this experiment

would be to try and use a different type of soil or get soil from a different location to see if

changing the soil affects the number of bacteria or wattage.
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Fed=Fed with sucrose/table sugar

Trials Fed
with no
resistor

Fed
with
47
Resistor

Fed
with
100
Resistor

Fed
with
220
Resistor

Fed
with
470
Resistor

Fed
with
1k
Resistor

Fed
with
2.2k
Resistor

Fed
with
4.7k
Resistor

Trial 1 2.53w 0.05595
74468w

0.0281
w

0.01145
454545
w

0.00519
148936
w

0.00264
w

0.00106
363636
w

0.00056
382978
w

Trial 2 2.47w 0.05127
659574
w

0.0273
w

0.01159
090909
w

0.00527
659574
w

0.00261
w

0.00108
636363
w

0.00055
957446
w

Trial 3 2.54w 0.04936
170212
w

0.0284
w

0.01127
272727
w

0.00544
680851
w

0.00267
w

0.00107
727272
w

0.00056
80851w

Trial 4 2.58w 0.05212
765957
w

0.0269
w

0.01072
727272
w

0.00493
617021
w

0.00259
w

0.00110
90909w

0.00054
893617
w

Trial 5 2.57w 0.05191
489361
w

0.0253
w

0.01095
454545
w

0.00506
382978
w

0.00260
w

0.00114
545454
w

0.00057
234042
w

Average 1.182 0.026135
765

0.0112 0.0057 0.002497
872

0.00361 0.000518
182

0.000257
447
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Bacterial Growth Fed MFC
Dilations Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 Average

10-2 82 88 81 79 83 82.6

10-4 64 63 72 69 71 67.8

10-6 48 52 49 50 57 51.2

Appendix 2
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Trials Unfed
with No
Resistor

Unfed
with
47
Resistor

Unfed
with
100
Resistor

Unfed
with
220
Resistor

Unfed
with
470
Resistor

Unfed
with
1k
Resistor

Unfed
with
2.2k
Resistor

Unfed
with
4.7k
Resistor

Trial 1 1.13w 0.02553
191489
w

0.0112w 0.00768
181818
w

0.00251
063829
w

0.00104
w

0.00052
727272
w

0.00025
319148
w

Trial 2 1.17w 0.02765
957446
w

0.0105
w

0.00527
27272w

0.00221
276595
w

0.00133
w

0.00055
90909w

0.00026
382978
w

Trial 3 1.24w 0.02723
404255
w

0.0121
w

0.00559
090909
w

0.00263
829787
w

0.00127
w

0.00047
272727
w

0.00025
74468w

Trial 4 1.11w 0.02787
234042
w

0.0109
w

0.00490
90909w

0.00231
914893
w

0.00121
w

0.00050
90909w

0.00025
106382
w

Trial 5 1.26w 0.02238
095238
w

0.0113w 0.00504
545454
w

0.00280
851063
w

0.00123
w

0.00052
272727
w

0.00026
170212
w

Average 2.538 0.052127
6596

0.0272 0.0112 0.005182
9787

0.002622 0.001096
3636

0.000562
553186
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Bacterial Growth Unfed MFC

Dilations Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 Average

10-2 49 52 48 58 61 53.6

10-4 31 38 33 41 37 36

10-6 22 24 27 32 23 25.6

Appendix 3

Vessel Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 Average

Fed 7 7 7 7 7 7

Unfed 2 2 2 2 2 2
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